Patterns of somatic mutations in VH genes reveal pathways of clonal transformation from MGUS to multiple myeloma.
Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) can transform to multiple myeloma (MM). In myeloma, mutated V(H) genes with sequence homogeneity reveal a postfollicular origin. Previously, some MGUS cases showed mutated V(H) genes with intraclonal variation, indicating an earlier stage of arrest. We investigated progression from 2 of 2 MGUS to MM, in which V(H) genes confirmed clonal evolution. In one MGUS case, intraclonal heterogeneity was evident, and transformation to myeloma occurred rapidly with apparent homogeneity in the emergent clone. However, residual MGUS-derived sequences were detectable at this time. Heterogeneity in MGUS does not associate with benign disease, but it indicates an origin from a tumorigenic cell, most likely surface immunoglobulin(+), undergoing somatic mutation. The remaining case displayed intraclonal homogeneity at the MGUS stage, conceivably resulting from a self-cloning outgrowth from MGUS with heterogeneity. Transformation can occur at either MGUS stage, but it involves a single cell in which somatic mutation is then silent.